[Subjective criteria of chest CT findings for predicting pathological features and postoperative outcomes of small peripheral lung cancer (< or = 2 cm)].
One hundred fifty five patients with completely resected peripheral non-small cell lung cancer, clinically diagnosed 2 cm or less in diameter, are retrospectively reviewed on their preoperative chest CT films, clinico-pathological features, and postoperative outcomes. Pathologic type was classified according to Noguchi's classification. 7% and 8% of all the patients had pathologic N 1 and N 2 diseases, respectively. 19% of all the patients undergone limited resection (segmentectomy or partial resection). Maximum area of the tumor/soft tissue density area of the tumor (M/S ratio) was manually measured by chest CT film. According to the logistic regression analysis, M/S ratio was the only predicting factor of regional lymph node metastasis among factors including pleural indentation, spiculation, and maximum area of the tumor. Univariate analysis showed that maximum area of the tumor, pleural indentation, and M/S ratio were the significant factor for postoperative disease free survival. According to multivariate analysis of postoperative disease free survival with adjustment for operative modality, the result was same as that of univariate analysis. In conclusion, our determined criteria of the chest CT accurately predicted pathological status and postoperative outcome of patients with small peripheral lung cancer. These factors would be useful for stratification factor of prospective clinical study.